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It happens thus,
To be lost in nativity.
Rightly it is made,
To be lost is a gain.
Temporary strange lands,
Strange people and
Attitude it made.
Solace to be lost.
And be in all gain.
Bliss to be lost.
And free from all bust.
Spirit it inspire,
Of great thirst.
Wanderer of known unknown lands.
In strive to join hands,
Of that world where,
Life ever has value gains.
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Of Grades and Competence

Never does that difference make.
To owe grades, competence lack.
Not always, opportunity once it take.
To shine through bereft any brake.
Bliss it is to have that dawn fall.
Ever one longs to hear that call.
Never be it we have set for fame.
That we play is the façade game.
Strive to earn the scholarship of worth.
Of that treasury thou strived by birth.
Seek to set thy bound heart free.
Let not this grade show thy prison be.
Wounds that the other souls still have.
Strive to give them the healing slave.
Thou art born with a life full of design.
Not to make it fake and then resign.
Many are lost amid futile thought,
All is grades that the true wealth brought.
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Hope in Dejection

Oft I was pensive in rest.
Perchance I thought it the best.
Never my soul filled that lust.
Pleased the body made soul rust.
It was dark, no moon, no light.
Smooth was it to blind the sight.
Bliss though the night was bright.
To make me awake to that height.
Wonder that it blasted so uncanny.
It could shook up even the granny.
Delight to see it happen not to many.
To make the things look so sunny.
Regrets as the life consumed in haste.
Hope aroused though life spent in taste.
All that happen, yet spot of time the best.
To strive, struggle unyielding for not to waste.
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